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What is Continual BERT?
Science.org: “Scientists are drowning in COVID-19 papers. Can new 
tools keep them afloat?”
- 23,000+ COVID-19 papers from Jan-May 2020 alone (150+/day)

Question: How can we transform the massive influx of COVID-19 
literature into concise feeds for researchers and readers to 
comprehend swiftly (in layman’s terms)?

Solution: Continual BERT (Bidirectional Transformers)
- Continually learns from chronological feed of scientific literature
- Adaptively recognizes critical sentences and combine them into a 

concise summary (in simpler words)
- Trained on medical literature dataset, including COVID-19, to 

deal with the rapid influx of scientific literature during the 
pandemic

https://science.org


Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC)

[1] Overcoming catastrophic forgetting in neural networks (Kirkpatrick et al)
[2] Elastic Weight Consolidation (EWC): Nuts and Bolts (Aich)



Data Drives the Continual Learning

What data does Continual BERT require? Scientific literature/articles and high-quality summaries

Examples of high-quality summaries include:
- Well-written (summary-like) abstracts
- Concise summaries produced during peer reviews
- Manually written summaries by readers

+ Well-grouped clusters of literature/articles

How are the data used?
1. Literature/articles grouped into clusters of certain categories (questions, targets, experiments, etc.)
2. Model trained on a cluster after cluster, learning parameters that store common information
3. Some articles used to test the model (requiring manual evaluation)
4. New influx of data are processed and clustered for training



Current Datasets

Name Components Acquisition

CTD-Pfizer 88,000+ scientific articles text (drug-disease and 

drug-phenotype interactions)

Manually mined text and 

abstracts (written by authors)

ScisummNet 

(Stanford)

1,000+ papers in ACL anthology network with 

comprehensive summaries

Human-annotated, manual 

summaries

CORD-19 500,000+ scholarly articles about coronaviruses 

since 1950s (most crude data)

Auto aggregated from PubMed 

Central and journals

Total ~600,000 scientific literature & articles



Example Data
(Lan et. al, 2020)

Original Manual



Example Result

SARS-CoV-2 is an enveloped virus belonging to the genus beta coronavirus, 
which also includes SARS-CoV, the virus responsible for the 2003 SARS
outbreak, and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS CoV), 
the virus responsible for the 2012 MERS outbreak. Despite the devastating 
effects these viruses have had on public health and the economy, currently 
no effective antivirals treatment or vaccines exist. There is therefore an 
urgent need to understand their unique RNA biology and develop new 
therapeutics against this class of viruses. Coronaviruses have single-
stranded and positive-sense genomes that are the largest of all known 
RNA viruses (27 – 32 kb). Previous studies on Coronavirus structures have 
focused on several conserved regions that are important for viral 
replication. For several of these regions, such as the 5’ UTR, the 3’ UTR, 
and the frameshift element (FSE), structures have been predicted 
computationally with supportive experimental data from RNAse probing 
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. 
… [truncated to 6 sentences]

(Lan et. al, 2020)

Original Evaluations



Data-driven Training & Inferences

Data-centric Data Assumptions

1) Inferences (gusses) are based on parameters 

learned from previous data (posterior 

probability)

2) Extracts crucial parameters from each 

learning cluster, which can summarize that 

cluster’s articles into coherent summaries

3) Biases and variances in data clusters are 

directly reflected in that learning step’s 

parameters

Bayesian treatment requires past data to contain 

good summaries

1) Summaries with simple words (that represent 

the critical information of the literature)

2) Literature contains detailed explanations on 

references to any other literature

3) Many articles fall under common clusters (for 

model to train cluster after cluster in online 

EWC manner)


